
Our company is looking to fill the role of financial data analyst. We appreciate you
taking the time to review the list of qualifications and to apply for the position. If
you don’t fill all of the qualifications, you may still be considered depending on
your level of experience.

Responsibilities for financial data analyst

Determines and audits account designations and distributes charges and
credits in association with data reconciliation
Prepares and audits financial records for reconciliation and final close outs
Assist in developing, updating and/or revising company accounting
processes, controls and procedures relating to reconciliations and close outs
to ensure all contractual requirements are met
Assist in developing and implementing financial controls and procedures to
meet corporate and government compliances standards relating to
reconciliations
Prepares and analyzes financial status reports and recommends solutions on
problem areas
Prepares, reviews and submits Contract Data Requirements in a timely
manner
Coordinate with various departments on the project including Finance,
Contracts, Purchasing, Supply/Logistics and Public Works in order to research
and verify cost data accuracy
Research and identify systems errors to assist in reconciliation efforts
The role involves extracting and condensing information from Government
websites, information provided to locate the data
Supports the Bank's ALLL process, including model development, execution,
analysis, and documentation
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Sufficient information provided to determine the relationships between the
data, data integrity and constraints
Clarity regarding detailed complex business rules concerning the data, uses
of the data by the business processes covered by the project, and
Validation of understanding with use cases to ensure accurate and consistent
understanding
Sufficient information to determine population of primary key elements
Work closely with the Business SME's, and System Analysts to ensure
completeness and clarity of requirements provided
Perform requirements validation and elicitation particularly on the more
complex requirements to gain better understanding for accurate
mapping/modeling


